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Abstract

Atmospheric new particle formation is an important source of atmospheric aerosols.
Large efforts have been made during the past few years to identify which molecules are
behind this phenomenon, but the actual birth mechanism of the particles is not yet well
known. Quantum chemical calculations have proven to be a powerful tool to gain new5

insights into the very first steps of particle formation. In the present study we use forma-
tion free energies calculated by quantum chemical methods to estimate the evaporation
rates of species from sulfuric acid clusters containing ammonia or dimethylamine. We
have found that dimethylamine forms much more stable clusters with sulphuric acid
than ammonia does. On the other hand, the existence of a very deep local minimum10

for clusters with two sulfuric acid molecules and two dimethylamine molecules hinders
their growth to larger clusters. These results indicate that other compounds may be
needed to make clusters grow to larger sizes (containing more than three sulfuric acid
molecules).

1 Introduction15

Climate change is one of the central scientific issues in the modern world. While the
effects of long-lived greenhouse gases are fairly well known, the radiative forcing as-
sociated with atmospheric aerosols is still very uncertain (Baker and Peter, 2008). Ac-
cording to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007), aerosols
remain the dominant uncertainty in predicting radiative forcing and climate change. At-20

mospheric aerosols also have adverse effects on human health and deteriorate visibility
(Nel, 2005; Pope and Dockery, 2006).

An important fraction of atmospheric particles are formed from condensable vapours
by gas-to-particle transformation (Spracklen et al., 2008; Merikanto et al., 2009; Kazil
et al., 2010). While new-particle formation is observed everywhere in the Earth’s atmo-25

sphere (Kulmala et al., 2004), the actual birth mechanism of particles is still uncertain.
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In terms of the molecular species participating in nucleation, the only thing known for
certain is that sulfuric acid is somehow involved (Kuang et al., 2008; Sihto et al., 2006).
On the other hand, sulfuric acid alone cannot explain the observed particle formation
rate, and several other candidates, both organic and inorganic, have been proposed.
Base molecules like ammonia and especially amines are one of the strongest can-5

didates to be relevant in atmospheric nucleation; consequently, they have been the
focus of numerous studies in recent years (Kurtén et al., 2008; Loukonen et al., 2010;
Nadykto et al., 2011; Ge et al., 2011a and b).

Historically, the main problem in understanding how particles form was the lack of
experimental methods with enough sensitivity to follow the very first steps of particle10

formation. Recently, the development of “state of the art” instruments (Junninen at
al., 2010) has allowed researchers, for the first time, to measure molecular clusters
relevant for nucleation. Unfortunately, these experimental methods are only able to
measure charged particles. Given that charged particles most likely only account for
about 10 % of new formed particles (Kulmala et al., 2007), the combination of exper-15

iments on charged clusters and theoretical methods able to provide information on
neutral clusters is urgently needed for a complete understanding of atmospheric nu-
cleation. Several theoretical methods have been used in attempt to describe the first
steps of particle formation. One of the most successful of these methods has been
quantum chemical calculations (Kurtén and Vehkamäki, 2008; Nadykto et al., 2008;20

and references therein). Quantum chemical calculations are normally used to calcu-
late the formation free energy of different clusters. These formation free energies can
give us an idea of the relative stability of the clusters, but to compare them directly with
experimental results, we need to include kinetics. This can be done through simple ki-
netic codes (see, for example, McGrath et al., 2011; and references therein), but if we25

want to include quantum mechanics results in these codes, the formation free energies
first need to be converted into cluster evaporation rates.

The present work can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, we test six
different quantum chemical methods to obtain the formation free energies of a series of
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small sulfuric acid clusters containing ammonia or dimethylamine (DMA) as the second
molecule. Comparing these methods with high level ones, we choose the method with
the best accuracy at a reasonable computational cost. In the second stage, we extend
our calculation up to clusters containing four sulfuric acid molecules and four base
molecules (ammonia or DMA). Using the calculated Gibbs free energies of formation,5

we compute the evaporation rates of component species from these clusters. We then
compare the calculated evaporation rates of ammonia and DMA clusters to determine
their importance in atmospheric particle formation.

2 Methodology

2.1 Evaporation rates10

According to the law of mass balance, for a cluster forming reaction:

i + j → (i + j )

where i and j can be isolated molecules or clusters of molecules, we can write the
equilibrium constant as:(

Ceq
i+j

)
(
Ceq
i

)(
Ceq
j

) =cref
−1e(−∆G

kT ) (1)15

where Ceq
x are the equilibrium concentration of different compounds present in the

reaction (i ,j and i + j )k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and ∆G is the
Gibbs free energy of the reaction at temperature T and reference pressure cref.

Assuming equilibrium and detailed balance, cluster formation must be equal to clus-
ter destruction (evaporation):20

γi (i + j )Ci+j =βi jCiCj (2)
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where γi (i + j ) is the evaporation rate of i from i + j and βi j the collision rate of i with
i+j , combining equations Eqs. (1) and (2) we can get an expression for the evaporation
rate of i (γi ) from the cluster i+ j that relates it with the Gibbs free energy of formation:

γi (i + j )=βi jcrefexp
(
∆G (i + j )−∆G (i )−∆G (j )

kT

)
(3)

where ∆G(i + j ), ∆G(i ) and ∆G(j ), are the Gibbs free energies of formation of clusters5

i + j, i and j from monomers at reference pressure cref. It must be noted that cref will
cancel out from the evaporation rate. In the case where i and/or j are monomers,
∆G(i ) and/or ∆G(j ) are zero.

The collision rate βi is given by kinetic gas theory as (Friedlander, 1977; Chapman
and Cowling, 1970):10

βi j =
(

3
4π

) 1
6
(

6kT
mj

+
6kT
mi

) 1
2 ([

Vj
] 1

3 + [Vi ]
1
3

)2
(4)

where mi and mj are the masses of i and j and Vj and Vi are their respective volumes.
When two particles collide to form a larger cluster, they acquire an excess energy that
needs to be dissipated. If this energy is not dissipated fast enough the cluster will
break apart. In other words, if this energy non-accommodation is relevant, not all the15

collisions will lead cluster formation events. Kurtén et al. (2010), however, showed that
this is probably not a major effect in sulfuric acid clustering, and therefore we assume
here that all collisions will lead to the formation of a cluster (i.e. the sticking factor is
one).

Volumes Vj and Vi can be calculated using the clusters densities and atomic masses20

of i and j . In the present study, we have used the bulk liquid density as an approxima-
tion for the density of a pure cluster (formed only by molecules of one compound) or a
molecule. In the case of cluster formed by different compounds we need to determine
the density to be used.

In order to test the sensivity of the calculated collision rates to the method used to25

calculate the density, we have tested four approximations and applied them to four
27331
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different clusters. These approximations are: (1) consider unit density for all clusters
(1000 kg m−3), (2) consider the density of a mixed cluster to be the liquid density of bulk
sulfuric acid, (3) consider the density as a weighted average of the liquid bulk densities
of different molecules forming the clusters and (4) assume an ideal solution in which
partial molecular volumes of each substance are independent of the liquid composition.5

The density is then simply calculated from the total mass and density of the cluster.
As can be seen from Table 1 the collision rates are quite insensitive to the assumption

used for cluster density. Even when using the simple approximation of a unit density for
all clusters, the calculated collision rates are quite close to those calculated with more
exact methods. We consider the fourth approach proposed to be the most accurate,10

and it is unlikely that any more exact method will dramatically improve the results.
Once we choose the method to calculate collision coefficients, we can turn to the

computationally more demanding portion of determining the evaporation rate: The for-
mation free energies of different clusters. Experimental formation free energies are
seldom available, and they are usually limited to charged systems (for example Love-15

joy et al., 2004). Different theoretical approaches can be used to obtain the desired
formation free energies. Quantum chemical calculations represent the most accurate
method, but require extremely large amounts of computer time even for approximate
methods and modest cluster sizes. Evaporation rates depend exponentially on forma-
tion free energies, which means the accuracy of these calculations is very important.20

High-level quantum mechanical calculations can be used to obtain quantitative forma-
tion free energies for different clusters. Unfortunately, these methods are so demanding
that they can only be applied to very small clusters (a few molecules). Since we are
interested in obtaining formation free energies for as large clusters as possible, we
need to look for methods that can yield good formation energies with reasonable com-25

putational costs. Multi-step methods combining different levels of theory (Ortega et al.,
2008) have been successfully applied to relatively large systems. Therefore we have
tested a total of six different multi-step procedures.
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2.2 Quantum chemical calculations

We tested a selection of parameterized multi-step methods available with the Gaus-
sian 9 program suite (Frisch et al., 2009), a method used previously by our group
(Ortega et al., 2008), and a new combination developed specifically for this work. In
general, the methods available for Gaussian09 were developed with the goal of cal-5

culating molecular energies within chemical accuracy. They combine calculations at
different levels of theory, calculating minimum-energy geometries and frequencies at
lower levels (as these steps require multiple energy evaluations, as well as the more
expensive computation of first and second derivatives with respect to the nuclear co-
ordinates), followed by one or more high-level single-point energy calculations. Extra10

corrections are added to the calculated energies to account for basis set size effects,
core electron correlation, etc. There are different families of multi-step methods avail-
able, involving different sets of methods and fitted parameters.

2.2.1 CBS-n family

The main characteristic of these methods is that they employ nonlinear pair natural15

orbital extrapolations to the complete basis set limit. We have used two methods
from this family, CBS-QB3 (Montgomery et al., 1999) and CBS-4M (Montgomery et
al., 2000). The main difference between these methods is the level used for geom-
etry and frequencies calculation. CBS-QB3 uses B3LYP/CBSB7 while CBS-4M uses
UHF/3-21G*.20

2.2.2 Gn family

We have chosen two methods from this family: G3MP2B3 (Baboul et al., 1999) and
G4MP2 (Curtiss et al., 2007). Both have removed the MP3 and MP4 single point
calculations with large basis sets from the original G3 and G4 methods to reduce the
computational cost. Both of these methods calculate geometries and frequencies with25
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the B3LYP density functional, but use different basis set; G3MP2B3 uses 6-31G(d)
while G4MP2 uses 6-31G(2df,p).

2.2.3 Locally developed methods

The multi-step method used previously in our group (Ortega et al., 2008) com-
bines BLYP/DZP optimized geometries and frequency calculations with RI-CC2/aug-5

cc-pV(T+d)Z (Hättig et al., 2000; Dunning Jr. et al., 2001) single point energy calcu-
lations using TURBOMOLE (Ahlrichs et al., 1989). The new method investigated for
its appropriateness for atmospheric cluster systems is a multi-step method combin-
ing B3LYP/CBSB7 optimized geometry and frequency calculations with RI-CC2/aug-
cc-pV(T+d)Z single point energy calculations. We will refer to the former method as10

Ortega et al. (2008) and the latter as B3RICC2. The difference between these two
methods lies only in the calculation of the optimized geometries and frequencies.

Additionally, we have used a combination of high-level quantum chemical methods
(the most accurate approach possible given the constraints of current computer hard-
ware; see the supplementary information for a detailed description) to compute the15

formation free energy of the sulfuric acid dimer. This calculation will serve as the refer-
ence calculation to evaluate the accuracy of the other methods. Due to the exceedingly
high computational cost and poor scalability of the methods used, it is not currently fea-
sible to apply it to larger clusters.

2.2.4 Conformational sampling20

One major difficulty faced with finding the global minimum structures is conformational
sampling. As the cluster size increases, the number of possible arrangements in-
creases quite dramatically, and it can be difficult to exhaustively search this configura-
tional space manually. Therefore, a series of FORTRAN95 codes were written to gen-
erate likely candidates for cluster configurations. These codes create large numbers25

of cluster configurations by inserting molecules at random, such that a distance-based
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cluster criterion is satisfied. The clusters are checked to see how similar they are to
previous clusters (by comparing the relative locations of the center of mass), and too
similar clusters are discarded. The energies of all the configurations are computed, and
those with the lowest energies are saved. A typical run generates 10 000 configurations
and saves 50. These saved configurations then undergo a geometry optimization, an-5

other similarity test, and a visual inspection to determine which are the best candidates
for the full energy/frequency calculations.

The choice of interaction potential for the geometry optimization step is also not a
simple one. Because acids and bases are involved, the likelihood of a proton transfer
is high. This precludes the use of simple (and fast) empirical potentials. Through the10

use of the CP2K simulation package (http://cp2k.berlios.de/), we used various semi-
empirical wavefunction methods (AM1 (Dewar et al., 1985), PM3, (Stewart, 1989) and
PM6 (Stewart, 2007)), as well as tight-binding self-consistent density functional theory
(Cohen et al., 1994). In early tests, it was noticed that tight-binding DFT geometry
optimization seemed to give the best structures, so this was used for the bulk of the15

configurations.

3 Results

Method benchmark

Using the methods described above, we have calculated formation free energies and
enthalpies from monomers for a small sub-set of the clusters included in this study20

((H2SO4)n •(NH3)m, with n=2–3 and m=0–1). Table 2 summarizes the formation free
energy and enthalpies for the different clusters.

The Gibbs free energy of formation of the sulfuric acid dimer calculated with the high
level method combination is −7.91 kcal mol−1. As can be seen in Table 2, all methods
perform relatively well for the sulfuric acid dimer, with CBS-4M and Ortega et al. (2008)25

having the largest differences compared to the reference formation free energy. The
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B3RICC2 method gives the best agreement with the high level formation free energy.
When we move to larger clusters, the differences between different multi-step methods
become evident. B3RICC2 yields quite similar formation free energies to the CBS-QB3
method, which is not surprising since CBS-QB3 uses the same technique for perform-
ing the geometry optimization and frequency calculation. In CBS-QB3, frequencies are5

scaled by 0.99 to account for anharmonicity, while in B3RICC2 we have decided not
to use the scaling factor, since it has been derived for isolated molecules and there is
no guarantee that it will perform as well for the cluster systems we are interested in.
Vibrational anharmonicity thus remains a potentially significant error source, though it
is likely to be smaller for these strongly bound acid-base clusters than for e.g. H2SO4-10

H2O clusters. Among these four methods, the relatively poor performance of CBS-4M
is not surprising, since it uses Hartree-Fock-level geometries and frequencies, which
are not well suited for treating clusters where hydrogen bonds are the main interaction
type (Montgomery et al., 2000). CBS-QB3, G4MP2 and G3MP2B3 use B3LYP for op-
timizing the geometries and calculating the frequencies, which in general should work15

better than HF for the clusters that we are studying (Lozynski et al., 1998). Since CBS-
QB3 includes MP4 corrections and G3MP2B3 and G4MP2 do not, CBS-QB3 should
be the best method to use for our system. We extended the calculations for CBS-QB3
and B3RICC2 to larger clusters to check if the good agreement between them contin-
ues for larger cluster sizes (Table S-2.1 in the Supplement). The average difference in20

the formation free energies between these two methods is 0.74 kcal mol−1, while the
computational cost is much smaller for the B3RICC2 method (Fig. S2.1, Supplement).

As a result, we have decided to use the B3RICC2 method to explore larger clusters.
We have studied (H2SO4)n • (NH3)m and (H2SO4)n • (CH3)2NH)m clusters with n= 0–4
and m=0–4.25

Figure 1 shows the structures of a selection of the most stable ammonia and DMA
clusters found in this study (Cartesian coordinates of all cluster studied can be found
in the Supplement). The structures for the most stable conformers found in this work
generally agree well with previous works (Kurtén et al., 2008; Loukonen et al., 2010;
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Nadykto et al., 2011), but in some cases we have found different structures for the
most stable conformers than those reported before. When the number of sulfuric acid
molecules and bases is small enough, the structure of ammonia and DMA clusters are
equivalent. When the number of sulfuric acid and base molecules grows, the structures
for DMA and ammonia clusters start to differ, since ammonia can form four hydrogen5

bonds while DMA can only form two. The key factor for the stability of these clusters
is the proton transfer. In the case of ammonia containing clusters, at least two sulfuric
acid molecules are needed to promote the proton transfer. In clusters where the num-
ber of ammonia molecules is larger than sulfuric acid molecules, the extra ammonia
molecule is not able to receive a proton from a sulfuric acid molecule. On the other10

hand, in DMA containing clusters, the proton transfer occurs when just one sulfuric
acid molecule is present in the cluster. In contrast with ammonia clusters, if the clus-
ter contains more DMA molecules than acids the proton from an HSO−

4 is transferred

to the extra DMA molecule, forming SO2−
4 and ensuring that all amine molecules are

protonated.15

Table 3 summarizes the sulfuric acid addition Gibbs free energies (H2SO4)n−1
(NH3/(CH3)2NH)m + H2SO4 → (H2SO4)n(NH3/(CH3)2NH)m) and Table 4 the base
addition energies ((H2SO4)nNH3/(CH3)2NH)m−1 + NH3/(CH3)2NH → (H2SO4)n
(NH3/(CH3)2NH)m) obtained in the present work (the formation free energies, en-
thalpies and entropies from monomers for all the clusters included in this work can be20

found in supplementary material Sect. 3.1).
The results agree in general with previous calculations for ammonia and DMA con-

taining clusters (Loukonen et al., 2010; Kurtén, 2011; Nadykto et al., 2011). However,
in some cases the differences are significant. In particular, this is observed for the
addition energies recently published by Nadykto et al. (2011). According to the com-25

ment published by Kurtén (2011) regarding that work, the PW91PW91 method used
in Nadykto et al. (2011) tends to underestimate the binding of sulfuric acid to clusters
containing bases when compared with high level multistep methods such as G3,G2,
G3MP2 and G2MP2. The B3RICC2 method used in the present work yields addition
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free energies close to those predicted by the high level multistep methods. So the dif-
ferences between the current formation free energies and those presented by Nadykto
et al. are most probably due to the different method used in their work. These different
methods also predict different structures for the most stable clusters, but further calcu-
lations have shown than the energy difference between different structures is usually5

relatively small (2–3 kcal mol−1). Similarly, some of the formation free energies given in
Loukonen et al. (2010) are significantly lower (more negative) than those given here,
mainly due to the use of fitted scaling factors which may overestimate the binding of
some larger clusters (see Kurtén et al., 2011a for further discussion on this).

Using the Eqs. (3), (4) and these formation free energies, we have calculated the10

evaporation rate for all these clusters (Table 5). Figure 2 represents the evaporation
of sulfuric acid and base from the cluster versus clusters sizes for different clusters
compositions.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, for clusters containing just one base molecule, the evapo-
ration of one sulfuric acid molecule will be preferred. The stabilizing effect of the single15

base molecule decreases as the number of sulfuric acid molecules increases in the
cluster. Evaporation rates of clusters containing four sulfuric acid molecules and only
one base molecule are fairly close to the evaporation rate of the sulfuric acid tetramer
(6.30×103 s−1, Sect 4.1 in the Supplement). As the number of base molecules grows,
the evaporation of the base starts to be more important than the evaporation of the20

acid. Whenever there are more bases than acids in the clusters, the evaporation rate
of the extra base molecules is high. For DMA – containing clusters, clusters with the
same number of base and acid molecules are the most stable. In ammonia – con-
taining clusters, clusters with one extra acid molecule are the most stable. The most
stable and hence longest-lived cluster overall is (H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)2, for which the25

highest evaporation rate (evaporation of a DMA molecule) is 3.91×10−6 s−1. This is
considerably smaller than the largest evaporation rate for both (H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)3
and (H2SO4)3 •((CH3)2NH)2. The presence of these exceptionally stable clusters cor-
responding to deep local minima on the free energy surface indicates that the fission
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of larger clusters into such minima might in some cases be faster the evaporation of
monomers. To determine whether this is the case, we have calculated cluster fission
rates (non-monomer evaporation rates) for all possible pathways involving one of these
really stable clusters as a daughter (product). Calculated evaporation/fission rates for
these fragments are listed in the supplementary material (Sect. 4.2). Clusters con-5

taining two or more DMA molecules turn out to be the only ones where non-monomer
evaporation (cluster fission) reactions are important. For all other clusters, evaporation
of the acid or the base monomers is always preferred. Figure 3 shows most relevant
non-monomer evaporation rates compared to the monomer evaporation rate for clus-
ters containing from two to four DMA molecules.10

In the case of two DMA clusters, we can see that cluster fission (non-monomer
evaporation) is relevant when we have four sulfuric acid molecules in the cluster.
The (H2SO4)4 •((CH3)2NH)2 → 2 (H2SO4)2 •(CH3)2NH fission rate is around two or-
ders of magnitude larger than evaporation of one sulfuric acid molecule, so the clus-
ter lifetime will be determined by that process rather that by the evaporation of sul-15

furic acid. Our results indicate (Fig. 3) that the evaporation rate of sulfuric acid
molecule from (H2SO4)3 •((CH3)2NH)2 cluster is relatively high compared to the one
for (H2SO4)4 •((CH3)2NH)2 or (H2SO4)4 •(NH3)2 (Fig. 2). The reason for this high sulfu-
ric acid evaporation rate is that the resulting daughter cluster ((H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)2)
is much more stable than the daughter clusters produced from (H2SO4)4 •((CH3)2NH)220

or (H2SO4)4 •(NH3)2 clusters.
For clusters containing three DMA molecules, the main daughter cluster is

(H2SO4)2•((CH3)2NH)2 instead of (H2SO4)2•((CH3)2NH). As can be seen from
Fig. 3, the most important fission process (in terms of lifetime of the cluster) is
(H2SO4)3 •((CH3)2NH)3 → (H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)2 + H2SO4 •(CH3)2NH. The rate of25

this process is two orders of magnitude larger than the evaporation of a sulfu-
ric acid monomer. (H2SO4)4 •((CH3)2NH)3 breaking into (H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)1
and (H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)2 is also slightly preferred to the loss of one sulfuric acid
molecule, but the difference between these two rates is not as large as in the trimer.
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Of the clusters containing four DMA molecules, cluster fission plays the largest role
for the (H2SO4)4 •((CH3)2NH)4 cluster. The DMA evaporation rate for this cluster is
2.83×10−4 s−1, but the fission rate of the cluster into two (H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)2

daughters is 35.29 s−1, around six orders of magnitude higher. This is understandable
since this reaction leads to not one but two (H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)2 products which are,5

by far, the most stable clusters among all those studied.
To illustrate the overall stability of the different cluster, we have plotted the largest

evaporation/fission rate for each cluster in Fig. 4.
The most stable ammonia-containing clusters are (H2SO4)2 •NH3,(H2SO4)3 •(NH3)2

and (H2SO4)4 •(NH3)3, although the stability of (H2SO4)3 •(NH3)3 is rather close to10

(H2SO4)4 •(NH3)3. The most stable clusters seem to have one sulfuric acid molecule
more than ammonia molecules in it. Overall, the most stable ammonia cluster is
(H2SO4)2 •NH3. This cluster is a local minimum within the cluster set studied, al-
though it should be noted that evaporation rates for all these cluster are relatively
close. In other words, the local minimum is not very deep for ammonia-containing15

clusters. In the case of DMA – containing clusters, (H2SO4)3 •((CH3)2NH)3, H2SO4
•(CH3)2NH(H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH) and especially (H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)2 clusters are
quite stable. The most stable clusters contain as many DMA as sulfuric acid molecules.
(H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)2 is clearly more stable than any other cluster, in other words the
local minimum in the free energy surface is quite deep.20

To compare ammonia and DMA containing clusters we can plot the most stable
cluster versus the number of sulfuric acid molecules in the cluster independently of the
number for bases (Fig. 5).

Comparing the stability of ammonia clusters versus DMA clusters, we can see how
DMA clearly forms stable clusters containing up to three sulfuric acid molecules, but25

when we reach four sulfuric acid molecules clusters, the stability of DMA cluster is
about the same as the stability of ammonia clusters. This is mainly due to the excep-
tionally high stability of (H2SO4)2 •((CH3)2NH)2, which makes the fission of (H2SO4)4
•((CH3)2NH)4 into two identical parts a very favorable process.
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The presence of this deep minimum for DMA clusters has several implications.
Vehkamäki et al. (2011) have shown how the first nucleation theorem is not straight
forwardly applicable to systems with a local minimum. This is the case for sulfuric
acid nucleation in the presence of ammonia and especially DMA. Consequently, the
slope of the logarithm of the sulfuric acid concentration versus the logarithm of nucle-5

ation rate may not correspond to the number of sulfuric acid molecules in the critical
cluster (free energy maximum or saddle point) if any of these bases are present. As
discussed in Vehkamäki et al. (2011), in the presence of local minima cluster-cluster
collisions (coagulation) have to be accounted for even for the smallest clusters. Sim-
ilarly, also cluster fission (non-monomer evaporation) has to be accounted for. In the10

derivation of the nucleation theorem, only monomer-monomer collisions/evaporations
have been considered. This result is crucial, since ammonia and DMA clusters are
probably present in all atmospheric and laboratory measurements of new particle for-
mation (Sipilä et al., 2010; Petäjä et al., 2011), and often the nucleation theorem is used
to estimate the number of molecules in the critical cluster in those measurements.15

We have shown how the fragmentation of a cluster into non-monomer smaller clus-
ters is important in the sulfuric acid – DMA system. Even if some cluster is beyond
the critical cluster with respect to monomer evaporation (and should, in theory, sponta-
neously become a liquid drop), it may still be unstable with respect to fission back into
the local minimum. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.20

4 Conclusions

We have tested multiple quantum chemistry methods to calculate formation free en-
ergies of clusters containing sulfuric acid and base molecules. The combination of
B3LYP/CBSB7 optimized geometries and frequency calculations with an RI-CC2/aug-
cc-pVTZ single point energy calculation have proven to produce reliable formation free25

energies (as verified by comparison to higher level methods), but at an affordable com-
putational cost. We have used the formation free energies obtained with this approach
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to calculate the evaporation rates of sulfuric acid clusters containing either ammonia
or DMA molecules, with up to four acids and bases. We have found that monomer
evaporation rates alone are not enough to determine the overall stability of DMA con-
taining clusters. Comparing the stability of clusters with ammonia or DMA, we have
found that DMA can form very stable clusters with sulfuric acid, which agrees with our5

previous work (Kurtén et al., 2008; Loukonen et al., 2010). On the other hand, we
have shown how the presence of those extremely stable clusters can make growth to
larger sizes unfavourable due to non-monomer evaporation (cluster fission). According
to these results, DMA will probably combine with sulfuric acid to form three- and four-
molecule clusters, but may in many conditions probably need a third component (or a10

high concentration of H2SO4 or DMA) to grow to larger sizes.

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/11/27327/2011/
acpd-11-27327-2011-supplement.zip.
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Table 1. Collision rate (units of 1 s−1) of sulfuric acid with base containing clusters for different
methods of estimating the cluster density.

Cluster Method 1 (unit density) Method 2 (Sulfuric acid density for all) Method 3 (weighted average) Method 4 (ideal solution)

H2SO4•(CH3)2NH 5.4×10−10 3.6×10−10 4.1×10−10 4.2×10−10

H2SO4•NH3 5.2×10−10 3.5×10−10 4.0×10−10 3.8×10−10

((CH3)2NH)2 5.1×10−10 3.4×10−10 4.9×10−10 4.9×10−10

(NH3)2 5.2×10−10 3.5×10−10 4.7×10−10 4.7×10−10
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Table 2. Gibbs free energies and enthalpies of formation in kcal mol−1 for selected sulfuric acid
and ammonia clusters obtained with different methods.

CBS-QB3 CBS-4M G4MP2 G3MP2B3

cluster ∆H ∆G ∆H ∆G ∆H ∆G ∆H ∆G

(H2SO4)2 −18.57 −8.66 −15.59 −5.26 −17.19 −7.10 −17.58 −7.58
(H2SO4)3 −37.32 −15.85 −30.90 −7.44 −33.76 −11.57 −35.20 −13.80
H2SO4•NH3 −15.70 −7.34 −15.71 −6.48 −14.15 −5.57 −14.72 −6.31
(H2SO4)2•NH3 −45.59 −24.47 −42.36 −19.12 −41.31 −19.75 −42.66 −21.36

Ortega et al. (2008) B3LYP/CBSB7+RICC2

cluster ∆H ∆G ∆H ∆G

(H2SO4)2 −18.51 −6.00 −17.85 −7.89
(H2SO4)3 −36.39 −8.69 −35.82 −14.30
H2SO4•NH3 −15.59 −5.69 −16.00 −7.61
(H2SO4)2•NH3 −42.91 −18.08 −45.00 −23.82
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Table 3. Gibbs free energy for the reaction ((H2SO4)n−1(NH3/(CH3)2NH)m + H2SO4 →
(H2SO4)n(NH3/(CH3)2NH)m) in kcal mol−1 at 298.15 K.

(m) ammonia

Sulfuric acid (n) 1 2 3 4
1 −7.61 −16.63 −21.70 −27.06
2 −16.21 −20.89 −25.25 −26.11
3 −10.12 −16.08 −25.28 −28.27
4 −8.37 −11.07 −14.15 −20.08

(m) DMA

Sulfuric acid (n) 1 2 3 4
1 −15.40 −23.83 −30.67 −33.85
2 −19.48 −35.88 −37.62 −40.26
3 −12.92 −11.09 −27.24 −36.99
4 −7.62 −15.53 −15.15 −18.34
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Table 4. Gibbs free energy for the reaction ((H2SO4)n(NH3/(CH3)2NH)m−1 + NH3/(CH3)2NH →
(H2SO4)n(NH3/(CH3)2NH)m) in kcal mol−1 at 298.15 K.

(m) ammonia

Sulfuric acid (n) 1 2 3 4
1 −7.61 −4.82 −0.57 −2.05
2 −15.93 −9.50 −4.93 −2.91
3 −19.64 −15.46 −14.13 −5.90
4 −19.53 −18.16 −17.21 −11.83

(m) DMA

Sulfuric acid (n) 1 2 3 4
1 −15.40 −4.89 −4.79 −3.38
2 −26.99 −21.29 −6.53 −6.02
3 −33.50 −19.46 −22.68 −15.77
4 −32.64 −27.37 −22.30 −18.96
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Table 5. Evaporation rates (1 s−1) for different clusters included in this work.

Sulfuric acid evaporation rate Ammonia evaporation rate Sulfuric acid evaporation rate DMA Evaporation rate

Sulfuric acid (n) 1 Ammonia 1 DMA

1 3.24×104 3.24×104 5.94×10−2 5.94×10−2

2 1.22×10−2 3.27×10−2 5.47×10−5 2.20×10−10

3 3.83×102 7.30×10−5 3.7 4.20×10−15

4 7.97×103 9.91×10−5 3.04×104 1.97×10−14

2 Ammonia 2 DMA

1 7.43×10−3 4.11×106 4.10×10−8 3.76×106

2 4.86×10−6 1.83×103 5.88×10−17 3.91×10−6

3 1.73×10−2 8.99×10−2 90.8 9.31×10−5

4 87.4 1.05×10−3 5.32×10−2 1.59×10−10

3 Ammonia 3 DMA

1 1.42×10−6 5.93×109 4.24×10−13 5.10×106

2 3.27×10−9 4.40×106 3.41×10−18 2.89×105

3 3.27×10−9 0.9 1.44×10−10 4.48×10−7

4 0.5 5.45×10−3 0.1 9.03×10−7

4 Ammonia 4 DMA

1 1.70×10−10 5.30×108 2.11×10−15 6.10×107

2 8.03×10−10 1.42×108 4.27×10−20 7.49×105

3 2.20×10−11 1.01×106 7.17×10−15 36.9
4 2.35×10−5 49.8 8.19×10−7 2.72×10−4
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(H2SO4)2∙((CH3)2NH)2  

(H2SO4)3∙((CH3)2NH)3 

(H2SO4)4∙((CH3)2NH)4 

(H2SO4)2∙NH3 

(H2SO4)3∙(NH3)2 

(H2SO4)4∙(NH3)3 

Fig. 1. The structure of some of the most stable cluster found in this work. Yellow, red, white,
blue, and brown spheres represent sulfur, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon atoms, re-
spectively.
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Fig. 2. Evaporation rates of acid (black lines) and base molecules (red lines) from ammonia
(solid lines) and DMA (dashed lines) containing clusters. The top left, top right, bottom left, and
bottom right panels give the results for 1, 2, 3, and 4 base containing clusters, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Evaporation and fission (non-monomer evaporation) rates from DMA/H2SO4 clus-
ters. Left panel: clusters with two DMA molecules. Middle panel: clusters with three DMA
molecules. Right panel: clusters with four DMA molecules. Red dashed lines are the evap-
oration of DMA from the cluster, black dashed lines are the evaporation of sulfuric acid from
the cluster, and solid black lines are the cluster fission reactions leading to the formation of
the most stable daughter cluster ((H2SO4)2•(CH3)2NH for fission of two DMA clusters and
(H2SO4)2•((CH3)2NH)2 for fission of three and four DMA clusters).
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Fig. 4. Evaporation rates of different clusters versus number of sulfuric acid molecules in the
cluster. The blue, black, red, and green lines represent clusters containing one, two, three, and
four base molecules, respectively. The left panel is for ammonia clusters, while the right for
those containing DMA.
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Fig. 5. Evaporation rates for the most stable clusters independently of the number of bases
in it including non-monomer evaporation, composition of each cluster is indicated in paren-
thesis (acid:base), black line correspond to DMA containing clusters and red line to ammonia
containing clusters.
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Monomer evaporation

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the effect of cluster fragmentation in over-critical clusters.
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